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Introduction
The helping relationship is the heart of the helping process, and is essential in delivering health services and treatment [1] . Over the past 50 years, helping relationships have become multidimensional and considerably crucial to health issues [2, 3] . The helping process depends on an open, honest, caring, and empathic relationship between patients and their health professionals [1, 4] . Positive helping relationships have significant effect on health outcomes [5] , recovery process [6] , perceived self-care agency [7, 8] , and medication adherence [9] . Thus, measuring the helping relationship is important to understand the comfort level of patients in terms of sharing their condition or feelings to health care professionals, who can predict the help-seeking behaviors of the former [10] .
Cultural differences influence helping relationships [11, 12] . Chinese cultural values emphasize interdependence, humility, emotional restraint, avoidance of shame, concern for face, and preservation of family honor [13, 14] , thereby possibly inducing discomfort in disclosing personal information to health professionals. The Chinese generally prefer to keep personal matters within the family rather than share such issues with outsiders; thus, this attitude may shape their help-seeking behaviors [15, 16] . The ability to understand the helping relationships among the Chinese population may illuminate potential strategies to improve their health outcomes [5, 17] . Therefore, a culturally relevant and valid assessment tool is necessary to understand helping relationships in the Chinese population.
Assessment tools that address helping relationships are relatively scarce. A few of these tools are limited to self-developed measures without reporting the psychometric properties [18] or solely used for pharmacists and patient relationships [19] or patients with HIV [20] . The Fear of Intimacy with Helping Professionals Scale (FIS-HP) was developed to assess the comfort level of an individual in disclosing intimate personal details to helping professionals [10] . FIS-HP is a modified version of the original 35-item Fear of Intimacy Scale (FIS) [21] . Intimacy refers to close interpersonal relationship [21] , whereas fear of intimacy refers to the inhibited capability of an individual to interchange significant personal thoughts and feelings with other individuals [21] . The items in the original FIS was based on the assumption that feat of intimacy interfered the ability to interchange feelings and thoughts [21] . The 18 items of FIS-HP were developed from the original 35 items for latter's applicability to the professional helping relationship [10] .
The Chinese version of 18-item FIS (i.e., C-FIS-HP) was developed in a sample of 150 older people living in Mainland China to assess the comfort level of an individual in disclosing intimate personal details to a helping professional [10] . Individuals have limited satisfaction with their current relationships if they felt uncomfortable toward helping professionals are [10] . Consequently, the prospects of developing long-term relationships become less plausible [10] . Undoubtedly, understanding the comfort level of a client about sharing information with a helping professional is considerably beneficial in the helping process [1, 10] . Both FIS-HP and C-FIS-HP reported a three-factor structure among mainland Chinese and American older people, namely, "fear of sharing," "openness to intimate sharing," and "information sharing" [10] .
Although C-FIS-HP [10] was developed within the Mainland China population, a few significant limitations have been determined. First, a small sample size (N = 150) was used in previous study [10] and a sample size of at least 200 may be necessary for exploratory factor analysis (EFA) [22] . Second, principle component analysis (PCA) was used as a factor-extraction procedure in a previous study [10] ; however, the use of PCA is still a debatable method of determining underlying dimensions [22] . PCA does not differentiate between common and unique variance, and tends to produce inaccurate results and generate misleading factor loading [22] . Third, evidence is lacking for construct equivalence through confirmatory factor analyses (CFA). Accordingly, EFA has been used to explore the possible underlying factor structure without imposing a preconceived structure [22] . By contrast, CFA, which is a superior statistical technique, has been used to confirm the factor structure [23] . To the best of our knowledge, no further psychometric testing on C-FIS-HP has been conducted up to the present. Successive verifications in different population were necessary to confirm the reliability and validity of C-FIS-HP [24] . Therefore, the purpose of the present study was to evaluate the psychometric properties of C-FIS-HP among older Chinese people in Macau, China.
Methods

Design
A cross-sectional design was used in 593 older people. Test-retest reliability, item-total correlation test, Cronbach's alpha, and Spearman-Brown split half reliability were used to test the internal consistency and stability of C-FIS-HP. Convergent, known-group comparisons, EFA, and CFA were used to test the construct validity of C-FIS-HP.
Setting and sample
The research setting was in Macau Chinese Special Administrative Region, which is located on the southeastern coast of China and with a total land area of 30.4 km 2 [25] . The total population of Macau in 2015 was 646,800; 95% of the current population are Chinese, 2% are Portuguese, and 3% other groups. Geographically distributed cluster samples from six health centers in Macau, were used. Six health centers provide community health services in Macau including adult health care, oral health care, family care, prenatal care, student health, health education and Traditional Chinese Medicine service. Our target population focused on older people (i.e., aged 55 years and older) [26] because the onset of common chronic diseases were reported among this age group [27] . Older people served by the six health centers under the Health Bureau of Macau were identified as representative of the general population in Macau. A minimum desirable sample size of 200 for EFA was recommended to obtain factor solutions that are adequately stable and near the population factors [22, 28] . Thus, we used a sample size of 297 participants for EFA in the current study. A minimum necessary sample size for CFA was 180 based on the proposed ratios of sample size to parameter estimates of 10 to 1 [29] ; therefore, we used a sample size of 296 participants. The inclusion criteria for the samples were as follows: (1) older people (age ! 55 years old), (2) able to communicate in Chinese, and (3) can supply written informed consent. The exclusion criteria were as follows: (1) severe aphasia or dysphasia and (2) severe impaired hearing or vision that may affect the quality of responses.
Data collection
Permission was obtained from the original authors of C-FIS-HP. This study was reviewed and approved by Macau Health Bureau Ethics Committee. The participants had scheduled medical appointments in the six health centers. One experienced research assistant was screened for eligibility and invited to participate in this study. The informed consents were obtained after providing an explanation of the current study. Thumbprint was accepted as signature for illiterate older people. To collect the study data, the research assistant conducted face-to-face interviews inside a single room.
Measures
Demographic variables (e.g., age, gender, education, and marital status), multiple chronic conditions (i.e., number of chronic diseases), and three validated measures were collected. Fear of intimacy with helping professionals scale. The 18-item FIS-HP [10] was used to assess the comfort level of older adults in disclosing intimate details with health care professionals. The items use a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (not at all characteristic of me) to 5 (extremely characteristic of me); 18-90 was the range of the total score. Individuals with high FIS-HP scores indicated feeling less comfortable toward helping professionals [10] . C-FIS-HP has satisfactory convergent validity [10] and reported a three-factor structure, namely, "fear of sharing," "openness to intimate sharing," and "information sharing" [10] . Cronbach's alpha was 0.88, thereby indicating satisfactory internal consistency [10] .
Exercise of self-care agency scale. The 43-item Exercise of Self-Care Agency Scale (ESCAS) was used to measure a person's agency or power to engage in self-care actions [30] . Each item is scored from 0 (very uncharacteristic of me) to 4 (very characteristic of me). The maximum score of the instrument is 172, which indicates a high degree of exercise of self-care agency. The original English version has shown a test-retest reliability of 0.77 and split-half reliabilities of 0.80 and 0.81 [30] . Alpha reliability coefficients ranged from 0.77 to 0.92, testretest reliability coefficient ranged from 0.81 to 0.91, and construct validity of ESCAS (C-ESCAS) in the Chinese version were satisfactory [31, 32] .
Morisky 4-item medication adherence scale. The Morisky 4-item medication adherence scale (MMAS-4) was used to assess the extent of the adherence of patients to medical regimens [33] . The items are rated on a dichotomous response format (i.e., yes/no) and the sum of the "yes" answers provided a composite measure of non-adherence. The total score ranged from 1 to 4, with a considerably high score indicating an improved medication adherence. The participants who had scores of 4, 2 to 3, and 0 to 1 were classified as the high-, moderate, and lowadherence groups, respectively [34] . The Chinese version of the MMAS-4 (C-MMAS-4) demonstrated satisfactory known-group validity, construct and criterion validities, and good internal consistency (α = 0.73) [34] . Reliability. The test-retest reliability, item-total correlation test, Cronbach's alpha, and Spearman-Brown split half reliability were used to test the reliability of C-FIS-HP. The testretest reliability was used to test the stability of the scale between 50 subsample older people who had stable helping relationship (> 3 months) using the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) at an interval of three weeks during their follow-up visit. We selected 50 older people from one of six health centers. ICC was calculated in two sets of the C-FIS-HP scores, with correlation coefficients ! 0.7 [35] and item-to-total correlation coefficients > 0.3 [2] taken as the criterion value. Cronbach's alpha represents reliability to measure internal consistency, which refers to result consistency delivered in a test [36] . Odd-even splits were used to determine the split-half reliabilities [36, 37] . Split-half method purports to measure the equal contribution of the construct into two sets and the Spearman-Brown formula provides an estimate, based on the split-half correlation, of the reliability of the test as a whole [36] . The SpearmanBrown formula was used to adjust the correlation coefficient for preventing a decrease in the observed reliability of C-FIS-HP when items is split into two parts [36, 37] . The Cronbach's alpha [36] and split-half methods [37] were used to measure the internal consistency of C-FIS-HP; the coefficient ! 0.70 was considered satisfactory [35] .
Data analysis
Validity. Three different types of construct validity were used: convergent, known-group, and structural validities. Convergent validity measures construct in one measure that theoretically should be related to another measure [24, 36] . In this study, we tested convergent validity by investigating the construct of self-care agency which should theoretically relate to the construct of helping relationship [7, 8] . The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient was performed for the C-FIS-HP and C-ESCAS. We expected a correlation coefficient in the range of 0.2 to 0.4 for convergent validity [38] . Known-group validity hypothesizes that certain groups of respondents will score higher on a scale than others with known attributes [39] . Moreover, known-group validity can discriminate between individuals based on known differences in the helping relationship of medication adherence [9] and multiple chronic conditions [40, 41] .
Three groups were predefined based on the C-MMAS-4 scores: high-adherence group (score of 4), moderate-adherence group (score of 2 to 3), and low-adherence group (score of 0 to 1) [34] . Known-group comparisons can obtain significantly different test scores in the expected direction [24] . C-FIS-HP can differentiate the differences between high-, moderate-, and low-adherence groups. The C-FIS-HP score was expected to be the lowest in the highadherence [9] , moderate-adherence [42] , and low-adherence groups [43] . The analysis of variance (ANOVA) test was used to compare the group differences between the three groups. By contrast, the known-group comparison analysis was used to discriminate multiple chronic conditions in the subgroups of older people. The C-FIS-HP score was expected to be considerably low in older people with multiple chronic conditions (number of chronic illnesses ! 5) [40, 41] . Two groups of older people (! 5 vs. < 5 chronic illnesses) were compared using the independent t test.
To test the structural validity using EFA and CFA, two separated samples were used. The entire sample (N = 593) was randomly divided into two separated files (n = 297 and n = 296). Considering too few or too many factors can have dire consequences on the interpretation of factor pattern, we used a parallel analysis (Eigenvalue Monte Carlo Simulation) [44] , a scree plot [45] and empirical findings [10] to decide on the optimal numbers of factors. Parallel analysis involved comparing the actual eigenvalues with the random data eigenvalues using principal components analysis procedure [44] . A series of EFAs was conducted to test the factor structure of C-FIS-HP using principal axis factoring (PAF) with a varimax rotation between 297 older people. In PAF, the analysis of data structure focused on shared variances, which are unique to individual measurements [22, 46] . The rotation method encompassed the varimax rotation that rotated factors in multidimensional possibilities to reach the best simple structure [22] . A factor loading (λ) > 0.3 was considered for each variable onto each factor [47] . Bartlett's test of sphericity verified an identity correlation matrix for the factor analysis, and P < 0.05 indicated suitability for structure detection [48] . The proportion of variance in our variables was tested using the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy. A KMO with 0.6 was recommended as the minimum value for good factor analysis [49] .
CFA was performed to validate the factor structure constructed in the prior EFA between another 296 older people [50] . In this study, we planned to compare the fit indices between our model and three-factor model as suggested in the previous study [10] . In order to compare underlying construct, a bi-factor model was used to understand whether unique variance over and above the common variance in helping relationship reporting explained by a general factor [20] . A potential function of a bi-factor model is to provide a conceptual clarity by a separation between general and specific variance [51] . The Analysis of Moment Structures (AMOS) 24.0 software was used to test 2-factor, 3-factor and bi-factor models by CFA. The following model goodness-of-fit indices were used to evaluate the model fit: normed fit index (NFI), incremental fit index (IFI), Tucker-Lewis index (TLI), comparative fit index (CFI), and root means square error of approximation (RMSEA) [48, 52] . The following cut-off criteria for the fit index were used: (1) NFI > 0.90; (2) IFI > 0.90; (3) TLI > 0.90; (4) CFI > 0.90, and (5) RMSEA < 0.08 [53, 54] .
Results
A total of 734 eligible older people were recruited from six health centers; 593 older people eventually accepted our invitation (response rate: 80.8%). Table 1 shows the descriptive analyses of the demographic variables, duration of helping relationship, multiple chronic conditions, and scores of C-FIS-HP, C-ESCAS, and C-MMAS-4. The mean age of the participants was 66 (SD = 8.03) and ranged from 55 to 91 years. Approximately half of the participants were male (50.3%) and relatively the same percentage had primary or lower education level (56%). Most of them (84.3%) had a stable helping relationship with health-care profession (> 3 months). The majority of the participants were married (78.9%) and had over one chronic disease (62.1%). Table 2 shows the internal consistency and test-retest reliability of C-FIS-HP. The item-tototal correlation of the two subscales ranged from 0.37 to 0.87, thereby suggesting an acceptable internal consistency. Spearman-Brown split half reliability and Cronbach's alpha for subscales and total scale of C-FIS-HP were 0.75 to 0.97, respectively, thereby indicating satisfactory reliability. ICCs of the total and subscales were above 0.95, which suggested good test-retest reliability.
Reliability
Convergent validity
The correlation between C-FIS-HP and C-ESCAS was determined by convergent validity. C-FIS-HP was assumed to correlate negatively with this measure [7, 8] . Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient between the C-FIS-HP and C-ESCAS showed significantly negatively correlated (−0.422; P < 0.0001), thereby showing satisfactory convergent validity [38] .
Known-group comparisons
Levels of medication adherence [9] and multiple chronic conditions [40, 41] in the older people subgroups were discriminated using the known-group comparison analysis. Table 3 shows the comparisons of mean scores of C-FIS-HP in different groups. One-way ANOVA with posthoc Tukey Honestly Significant Difference (HSD) test was used to compare the proportions of three medication adherence groups (20.03, 22.33, and 27.87 in the high, moderate, and low medication adherence groups, respectively), which showed statistically significant differences (P <0.0001). Independent sample t test was used to compare the proportions of two groups of chronic conditions (24.25 vs. 17 .83 between those with ! 5 and those with < 5 chronic illnesses, respectively), which were significantly different in terms of statistics (P = 0.007). Therefore, C-FIS-HP supports the known-group validity, thereby reflecting the individual differences in the trait being measured [24, 39] . Table 4 summarizes component, raw data eigenvalues, mean and percentile random data eigenvalues of the C-FIS-HP using principal components analysis for normal distributed random data generation parallel analysis [44] . It was clear that the first two eigenvalues from the raw data were larger the corresponding first two 95 th percentile (and mean) random data eigenvalues. However, the third eigenvalue from the raw data was less than the third 95 th percentile (and mean) random data eigenvalue. The result indicated that two factors should be retained [44] . Psychometric evaluation of C-FIS-HP Table 3 . The diagram of a scree plot with parallel analysis is shown in Fig 1. The plotting the raw data versus randomly generated eigenvalues provides a visual comparison of the results. Fig 1  shows a plot of the eigenvalues along with the mean and 95th percentiles of the eigenvalues. The C-FIS-HP indicates retaining the two factors whose raw eigenvalues lie above the lines representing the randomly generated eigenvalues [44] .
Exploratory factor analysis
Comparison of the C-FIS-HP scores by C-MMAS-4 and multi-morbidities (N = 593). M(SD)
The KMO measure was 0.92, which indicated that the data were applicable for the factor analysis [49] . Bartlett's test of sphericity supported the factorability of the correlation matrix, with a statistical significance of P < 0.001 [48] . According to screen plot with parallel analysis and empirical findings [10, 44, 45] , possible number of factor for C-FIS-HP was suggested ranged from 1 to 3. We examined a series of EFA tests including 1-, 2-and 3-factor structures, using PAF extraction procedure as shown in Table 5 . We found that the 2-factor model produced the most interpretable construct comparing to 1-factor or 3-factor model for the 297 older people. Among three models, 2-factor model is selected because factor loadings of 18 items are explained by two distinct factors with high communalities [22, 47] . The factor loading of factor one is 0.51 to 0.85 and factor two is 0.40 to 0.66. A two-factor model was determined to explain 56.25% of the total variance, which is considered sufficient for a coherent construct of C-FIS-HP. After analyzing the meanings of items of the two factors, we named these two factors as "willingness to share" and "fear of sharing" to make empirical and theoretical sense as indicators of a coherent construct of C-FIS-HP (see Table 5 ).
Confirmatory factor analysis
A first-order CFA was used to confirm the construct dimensionality of C-FIS-HP whether the data were consistent with the 2-factor model that had been suggested by the EFA among a second set of older people (n = 296) using AMOS 24.0 software [48] . Fig 2 shows a 2 -factor model of C-FIS-HP. Given 3-factor model of C-FIS-HP in previous suggested construct dimensionality [10] , we conduct a CFA for 3-factor model of C-FIS-HP using same items in three factors of previous study [10] among our sample (n = 296) as shown in Fig 3. To further understand the structure of C-FIS-HP, we used a bi-factor model with one general factor and three specific Table 4 . Raw data eigenvalues, mean and percentile random data eigenvalues of the C-FIS-HP (n = 297).
Factor
Raw data eigenvalues Mean 95% of eigenvalues factors as well as one general factor and two special factors of C-FIS-HP. Results showed that a bi-factor structure was not a good fit to helping relationship from current sample. Table 6 compares model fit statistics between 2-factor and 3-factor models of C-FIS-HP. The initial model suggested a fair fit; hence, we try to improve model fit by modification indices [50] . An inspection of the modification indices suggested that the correlations among three-error terms 5 and 6, 9 and 10, and 15 and 16 are additional free parameters that could improve the model. We investigated the meaning of these items. We compared the item 5 Psychometric evaluation of C-FIS-HP (Comfortable discussing significant problem with HP) and item 6 (Comfortable telling experiences, even sad one, to HP); item 9 (Comfortable sharing personal information) and item 10 (comfortable telling HP not shared with others); item 15 (Comfortable telling HP my needs) and item 16 (Comfortable having open and honest communication with HP). The inter-item correlations between item 5 and 6; item 9 and 10; and item 15 and 16 were 0.77; 0.88 and 0.89, indicating that items are measuring the same underlying characteristic. We found the meanings for three pairs were similar interpretation in Chinese language so we allowed a covariance between two error items [50] . After the modification, the modified model and the CFA demonstrated a satisfactory fit to the data [53, 54] for both 2-factor and 3-factor models (see Figs 2  and 3 ). Factor loadings in the two models were all significant (P < 0.01). However, we found the correlations estimate between factor 1 "Openness to Intimate Sharing" and factor 3 "Information Sharing" were very high (correlation coefficient, r = 0.95). It is possible that all items may explained by one factor rather than two factors [50] . Therefore, a two-factor model was selected because it had the best empirical and conceptual fit to the data (NFI = 0.92, IFI = 0.95, TLI = 0.94, CFI = 0.95, and RMSEA = 0.07) as shown in Fig 3. The factor loading of "willingness to share" ranged from 0.53 to 0.94 and "fear of sharing" ranged from 0.38 to 0.75.
Discussion
The current study provides empirical support to the reliability and validity of C-FIS-HP as a tool for measuring helping relationships of older Chinese people in Macau. In terms of Table 5 . Comparisons of 1-factor, 2-factor and 3-factor models of the C-FIS-HP using principal axis factoring extraction (n = 297).
3-factor
2-factor 1-factor reliability testing, the internal consistency of C-FIS-HP was supported by satisfactory findings from Spearman-Brown split half reliability and Cronbach's alpha; this result was consistent with that of a previous study [10] . Our study demonstrated the high item-to-total correlation between the items and their subscales to support the homogeneity of C-FIS-HP. In addition, the high ICC that was determined over a three-week period supports the high stability of C-FIS-HP over time. In summary, the reliability of C-FIS-HP in our study was good. Consistent with other studies [7, 8] , the convergent validity of C-FIS-HP was confirmed by the negative relationship between the scores of C-ESCAS and the C-FIS-HP. Therefore, those who had a considerably high self-care ability showed significantly high comfort level in disclosing intimate details about their life to a helping professional [7, 8] . The different levels of medication adherence and multiple chronic condition groups in C-FIS-HP were discriminated through known-group comparisons analysis. The results revealed significant differences among the subjects of the three levels of medication adherence and between the subjects of the two groups with chronic conditions. These findings indicated that older people who had considerably high comfort level in disclosing intimate details about their life to a helping professional were also likely to be in the high medication-adherence group [9] and multiple chronic conditions [40, 41] .
In the current study, the structural validity showed a two-factor structure by EFA and CFA in two separate samples. These results were inconsistent with a three-factor structure by EFA in a previous study, namely, "fear of sharing," "openness to intimate sharing," and "information sharing," in Mainland Chinese populations [10] . The strongest factor in the present study was "willingness of sharing," whereas in another study, the strongest factors were the combined items of two factors, namely, "openness to intimate sharing" and "information sharing" [10] . However, the items for the second factor, which was "fear of sharing" in this study, had identical items in the previous study [10] . The difference in the factor structure may associate with the different help-seeking attitudes toward professionals across cultures [11, 12] between Mainland China [10] and our study in Macau. The discrepancy may also be due to the differences in age group, gender proportion, and educational level between our study compared with the previous one [10] , thereby possibly influencing the interpretation of the items of the scale. Indeed, the two factors reflected the sense of sharing with helping professionals in the positive and negative dimensions [2] . These two factors highlight cultural differences in professional help seeking and awareness of these cultural difference are crucial for successful clinical service [11] . The finding of this study may help to design our service in a cultural-specific way. Hence, use of culturally normative communication is vital in improving treatment outcomes [11] . These two dimensions may provide meaningful clinical parameters that may be beneficial for a considerably accurate assessment of the helping relationship. Given that a different factorial structure emerged from this study, further testing in different Chinese populations using a multidimensional approach is necessary to confirm the structure.
Implications
The helping relationship is essential for improving health outcomes [5, 17] ; thus, a scientifically sound clinical tool is beneficial for assessing helping relationship. Our study shows that C-FIS-HP has satisfactory reliability and validity that may have clinical and educational implications. Health professionals can use C-FIS-HP as a clinical tool to assess the comfort level of patients in a helping relationship, as well as use this information to develop culturally sensitive Psychometric evaluation of C-FIS-HP therapeutic interventions and treatment plans. Moreover, understanding the helping relationship can be an excellent method for health professionals to reflect on their communication skills [55] and develop in-service training and educational programs to enhance therapeutic relationships and the quality of their services [6] . We believe that further use of this instrument will allow additional sophisticated data analysis techniques for further validation and generalizability of C-FIS-HP in a variety of settings. C-FIS-HP can also provide opportunities for future cross-cultural comparative studies. Such studies will enable the evaluation of the universality of constructs of C-FIS-HP.
Limitations
Caution is necessary in interpreting the findings of this study in light of a few limitations. First, one limitation was linked to the administration of the questionnaire through face-to-face interview, which may have delivered biased and socially desirable responses. Second, we adopted a cross-sectional design solely in community settings, thereby possibly limiting the generalizability of the results. A long-term longitudinal cohort study may be considered to measure the predictive validity of C-FIS-HP. Third, we noticed the inter-item correlations of between item 5 and 6; item 9 and 10; and item 15 and 16 were above 0.50 so the construct of three pairs tend to be very similar to each other. Further studies are warrant to examine these items to prevent redundancy. Further psychometric tests, including concurrent, divergent validity, and equivalent (parallel or alternate) form are encouraged in different age groups.
Conclusions
Overall, the results of this study verified that C-FIS-HP is a psychometrically sound measurement tool. Further studies that concern other forms of reliability and validity, as well as the application of C-FIS-HP in various regions, need to be conducted to facilitate the eventual application of this tool to Chinese nationals around the world. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0196774.g003 Table 6 . Comparisons of model fit statistics between 2-factor and 3-factor models (n = 296). 
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